Sound the Trumpet!
God’s Warning to
an Apostate Nation
Jeremiah faced the Nation of Israel on
the brink of disaster. For nearly 400
years God had been sending prophets
to warn Israel to repent. About 90
years before Jeremiah, the Lord had
sent Isaiah who said, ‘“Judgment is
coming!” Jeremiah said “its here”.
Jeremiah said, “The Babylonians are
going to come and slaughter you and
those who survive will be carried away
in chains to Babylon.” Jeremiah stood
on the edge of a holocaust. Jeremiah
preached at the end of the glory days of
Israel. Isaiah prophesied at 11.00 P.M.,
Jeremiah prophesied at midnight.
Today we are standing on the brink of a
holocaust, for our society it is
midnight! Jeremiah knew what was
coming; he was not fooled by what
appeared on the surface to be a revival.
While Josiah was on the throne there
appeared to be a great turning to God.
The Spirit of God said of that apparent
revival, “And yet for all this her
treacherous sister Judah hath not
turned to me with her whole heart, but
feignedly, saith the Lord.” Jer. 3:10.
Today some preachers are making like
we are in the midst of a revival. Some
churches are being filled by using
church growth methods, the methods
of the world. Purpose driven churches
are multiplying and are bulging at the
seams. They attract the carnal, the
uncommitted and the unsaved. They
preach the false gospel of easy
believism, deleting repentance and the
proof of salvation, a changed life. They
fill the church with those who profess
faith but have not been regenerated.
They have churches that are filled with
mostly unsaved people who have been
led to believe that they are saved.
What do you give a church filled with
unsaved people and carnal Christians?
They give them the world’s music,
entertainment and teaching for itching
ears. They use the world’s business
techniques, the world’s programs and
the world’s methods of promotion. They
appeal to the shallow and the unsaved.
They throw out the hymn book and the
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church loses its song. They abandon
the evening service and replace it with
small groups that debate what God’s
word says.
At Rick Warren’s Saddleback Church
they focus on how to solve the world’s
problems in the world’s way HIV/AIDS,
Poverty, illiteracy, Leadership and
Health are a focus with the goal of
bringing peace to the world. Their
method is partnering with other groups.
Warren has demonstrated by his
actions and words that he will partner
with anyone to bring the world peace.
Catholics, Jews, Muslims, Atheists,
Homosexuals and pro abortionists are
all welcome. He has called for
Evangelicals to be reunited with
mainline liberal denominations. They
are in turn joining with the world to
solve the world’s problems in the
world’s
way.
It
is
counterfeit
Christianity, it is apostasy.
This is the ultimate fruit of New
Evangelicalism, which refuses to
contend for the truth, instead they
dialogue and compromise. God has a
program for this world; it is the
proclamation of the gospel involving
repentance and faith. It brings salvation
and regeneration and it results in
transformation.
I believe our society is standing on the
brink of a holocaust, the Day of the
Lord, the tribulation period. I believe a
large part of the Evangelical Church has
been swallowed up in apostasy! Every
day has its own peculiar apostasy.
Today’s
apostasy
is
incredibly
deceptive, as Jesus said it would be in
Mt. 24:5, “For many shall come in my
name, saying, I am Christ; and shall
deceive many.” Today we have
apostates
who
say
they
are
Evangelicals, who say they speak for
Christ. They deny what the scriptures
teach the church is to be and what it is
to be doing and how it is to do it.
They fail to ground people in sound
doctrine. They fail to preach and
practice ecclesiastical separation. They
fail to teach personal separation from
the world. The bottom line is that they
are destroying the Church of Jesus
Christ. It is the ultimate fruit of New
Evangelicalism and the only way to
stop it is to separate from it! “A little
leaven leavens the whole lump.”
After 42 years of warning, the Lord sent
Jeremiah to give the final warning. For
42 years Jeremiah warned of coming
judgment, for 42 years Israel
steadfastly refused to repent. Finally
the Lord said to Jeremiah, Judah has
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“Blow ye the trumpet in Zion,
and sound an alarm in my holy
mountain: let all the inhabitants
of the land tremble: for the day of
the LORD cometh, for it is nigh
at hand;”
Joel 2:1

Christ Precedent
"If any man come to me, and
hate not his father, and mother,
and wife, and children, and
brethren, and sisters, yea and
his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple. And whosoever
doth not bear his cross, and
come after me, cannot be my
disciple.”
Luke 14:26-27

What Christ is saying here is
that faith in Him immediately
introduces another and a
higher loyalty into the life. He
demands and must have first
place. For the true disciple it is
Christ before family, Christ
before country, Christ before
life itself. The flesh must
always be sacrificed to the
spirit and the heavenly placed
ahead of the earthly and that
at any cost. When we take up
the
cross,
we
become
expendable, along with all
natural friendships and all
previous loyalties, and Christ
becomes all in all.
In these days of sweet and easy
Christianity, it requires inward
illumination to see this truth
and real faith to accept it. We
had better pray for both before
time runs out on us.
A.W. Tozer (1897-1963)
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crossed the line, their fate is sealed,
judgment is now inevitable. “Therefore
pray not for this people, neither lift up
cry nor prayer for them, neither make
intercession to me: for I will not hear
thee.” Jeremiah 5:23. It is now too late!
“The harvest is past, the summer is
ended, and we are not saved.”
Jeremiah’s message now would be a
message of judgment. The nation is
now doomed!

Today we are standing
on the brink of a
holocaust, for our
society it is midnight!
There is a striking similarity between
Jeremiah’s day and our own day! We
live in a society that is in rebellion
against God. In our society justice is
breaking
down,
standards
are
perverted; right is wrong and wrong is
right. We are so far removed from
God’s standards that there is no moral
foundation left in our society.
Amazingly, the midnight hour of
Judah’s judgment had come and yet
Judah was still insensitive to her sin!
“And it shall come to pass, when thou
shalt shew this people all these words,
and they shall say unto thee, Wherefore

hath the Lord pronounced all this evil
against us? Or what is our iniquity? Or
what is our sin that we have committed
against the Lord our God?”
What have we done to deserve
judgment? We haven’t sinned! We are
the people of God! The Laodicean
church of the last days, our day, is a
church that is blind to her sin, just as
Judah was as the judgment of God was
about to fall. We read in Revelation
3:17 “Because thou sayest, I am rich,
and increased with goods, and have
need of nothing: and knowest not that
thou art wretched, and miserable, and
poor, and blind, and naked:” That is our
generation, a generation that is blind to
their sin and spiritual bankruptcy.
America and Canada have declared
war on God, by our courts, by our
government, and by our people. The
Bible and prayer have been ruled out of
our schools by the courts. In the US, the
courts have ruled that all Christian
symbols must be removed from public
property. The courts have sanctioned
and protected homosexuality. Our
society has ruled out the existence of
God by the teaching of evolution.
The courts, the government and the
people have said, “God you shut up, we
are not interested in what you say. You
don’t even exist as far as we are
concerned. God don’t tell us what to
do.”

In America and Canada 50 million
babies have been murdered in their
mother’s wombs, all sanctioned by the
courts. Their blood cries out from the
ground for the judgment of God to fall.
Four out of ten babies are born outside
of marriage; God’s Word is despised
and rejected.
Materialism,
pleasure,
moral
perversion, pornography, pedophilia,
drug addiction, alcohol addiction,
brutality and bestiality are all intruding
into the living rooms and lives of our
people. More alarming is the fact that
Evangelicals are imbibing in the world’s
sins. Charles Swindoll stated on TV that
50% of professing Christian men are
involved in internet pornography.
Laodicean/Evangelicalism has deeply
imbibed of the world, giving evidence
that it is counterfeit Christianity.
Greater than all of these sins is the sin
of turning against Israel, the U.S. is
leading this charge but Canada is also
complicit in this matter. I believe we
have entered the final countdown to
the beginning of the Day of the Lord
judgment on this world. I personally
believe that our society has crossed the
line of God’s grace as Judah had so
long ago. The world is a sinking ship,
we can`t save the ship so we are to
rescue as many passengers as we
can.
Art Sadlier

The Attempt to Remove Israel

Since the fall of Satan (Isaiah 14:1215) a war has raged between Satan
and God. That war has gone on
unabated and continues until this very
hour. As this present age comes to an
end, that war will come to great climax.
Satan desires to replace God as the
ruler of this world. God has appointed
His Son to return to the earth and rule
this world through the nation Israel,
actually sitting on the throne of David
in Jerusalem. (Luke 1:32).
God’s program is to rule this world
through Israel; therefore, the focus of
the climactic end time war is the nation
of Israel. Satan has determined to
destroy the nation of Israel, thus
preventing Christ from ruling over a
restored Israel.
A study of scripture reveals that Satan
works through men and nations. Today
the nations of the world are determined
to remove Israel from the promised
land, or at least to divide Israel`s
inheritance. The Palestinians are at the
focal point of this attempt. We need to
understand that the goal of the
Palestinians is not a two state solution;
their goal is nothing less than the total
destruction of Israel.
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When the Palestinians talk about the
end of the occupation, “what do they
mean”? The western nations think they
mean the end of the occupation in the
West Bank and Gaza, the Palestinians
actually mean,” the end of Israel.” The
Palestinians are quite bold in
proclaiming this intention, for some
reason the western nations cannot or
will not see this fact.
The Palestinians have published many
maps of a liberated Palestine; these
maps conspicuously show no sign of
any Israeli presence. This map appears
in P.A. school text books and it also
appears on a patch on the uniforms of
some Palestinian leaders and on some
official PA logos. The map of the
liberated Palestinian state is a map of
all of Israel.
Palestinian leaders have claimed that
liberated Palestine will stretch from sea
to sea, (from the Dead Sea to the
Mediterranean Sea). When you hear
the Palestinians talk about a liberated
Palestine they are not talking about a
Palestinian State alongside Israel, they
are talking about a state in place of
Israel.
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The Palestinians do not want a two
state solution. When Prime Minister
Barak made surprising and extensive
concessions to Yasser Arafat at Camp
David, Arafat turned them down. The
PA end game is the total removal of
Israel, not a two state situation. Today
with Barack Obama and the EU
involved in the negotiations for a two
state situation the possibility of real
Israeli concessions are very good. The
PA now refuses to negotiate because
they will not settle for anything less
than the removal of Israel. Abbas
cannot negotiate a peace deal which
recognizes Israel that would isolate him
from the Palestinians and Hamas.
Hamas has stated over and over again
that their goal is nothing less than the
elimination of Israel. Hezbollah has
stated the same thing. The sponsor of
both Hamas and Hezbollah and the
associate of Syria, Iran, has declared
many times that their goal is the
destruction of Israel. A recent news
item stated, “Iran’s supreme leader,
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, predicted on
Tuesday that Israel will be destroyed by
the Muslims in the not-too-distant
future.”
The
item
continued,
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“Khamenei's views on Israel are
identical to those of Iranian President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad”.
All down through history the goal of
some men and some nations has been
to eliminate the Jewish people. We are
now coming to the climax of the history
of this age and the final great attempt
to eliminate God`s people, Israel.
What lies ahead? We know that
Satan’s goal is two- fold, he wants to
replace God as ruler of the Heavens
and the Earth and he also wants to be
worshipped by men and angels. Satan’s
program
involves
a
worship
component. Satan not only wants to be
worshipped, he wants to be worshipped
in the very place where God has been
worshipped in the past, and the place
God has set aside to be worshipped in
the future. That place is the Temple in
Jerusalem.
What is Satan’s program to bring this
about? Paul tells that Satan will gain
control over the rebuilt Temple and at
the half way point of the tribulation
period and will set up his man,
Antichrist, in the Temple and demand
that the entire world worship, him on
pain of death if they refuse. Then the
final and greatest attempt to eliminate
Israel will come about.
The next move by Satan will be the
Peace Treaty. Satan needs the Jews to
rebuild the Temple and re-establish the
worship system. The peace treaty will
enable that to take place and seem to
favour Israel, and Antichrist will appear
to be Israel’s benefactor.

All down through the years as Satan
has many times sought to destroy
Israel; God has intervened to preserve
His people. In the last sixty years we
have seen the hand of God preserving
Israel time after time. Today the
nations are trying to eliminate Israel
through
the
Land
for
Peace
negotiations. God has repeatedly
intervened to frustrate these attempts;
‘THE’ Peace Treaty will not be signed
until, by the permissive will of God,
antichrist comes on the scene.
Satan uses men and nations to try to
bring about his purposes but the
sovereign God is in control. This
sovereign Lord loves His people Israel
and has revealed in His Word a plan to
restore them to himself. (Zechariah
12:1 - 13:9)
All of this explains the reason why
successive American presidents who,
with the expending of all of their
energies and resources cannot resolve
the Mideast situation. President Obama
has, just this week, admitted that he
has failed in his attempt to solve the
Mideast problem, however, he is
recommitting to another attempt. God
has a time and a Satan has a man, who
by the permissive will of God, will bring
about the false peace that will trigger
the cataclysmic last seven years of
man’s day.
It seems to me that the stage is being
set for the whole biblical scenario to
unfold. Israel has her back to the wall.
The Islamic nations are totally and
openly committed to destroy Israel. The
Revived Roman Empire is rising in
Europe with the appointment of a

Super leader who appears to be filling
the office of Antichrist? It is out of
Europe that he will come and sign the
peace treaty. America is the ‘fly in the
ointment’. America has no role in the
last days scenario. In fact, American
diplomatic and military power is totally
frustrating the unfolding of biblical last
days prophecy.
The signs of America’s demise are
everywhere. Headlines speak of
economic collapse, of devastating
terrorist attacks with WMD that could
turn America into a third world country
overnight. The real threat to America is
not really these dangers; the real
danger is the defiance of God in the
matter of turning against Israel.
The British Empire dominated the world
when I was a young man. I watched as
they turned against Israel, in much the
same way as America has now done, in
a few short years the British Empire
was no more. America is walking a very
dangerous road!
Perhaps the cause of this threat goes
back to the way in which America has
given itself over to materialism and
pleasure and sensuality which has gone
hand in hand with a dulling of the
spiritual
senses.
America
has
abandoned God; Obama has declared
that America is no longer a Christian
Nation. There remains a faithful
remnant in America (and Canada), if
that remnant were to be removed in
the rapture, what would hold back the
judgment of God upon the nation?
Art Sadlier

Let the Headlines Speak
These and other articles can be found in detail at www.soundthetrumpet.ca
Netanyahu Declares City of Ariel
‘Jewish Capital of Samaria’
Arutz Sheva - Tzvi Ben Gedalyahu

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
on Friday completed his week-long
campaign to reaffirm Israel’s claim on
major Jewish population centers in
Judea and Samaria, and declared the
Jewish city of Ariel “the capital of
Samaria.” He planted a symbolic tree
in the city, as he did earlier in the
week in Gush Etzion, south of
Jerusalem, and Maaleh Adumin,
located west of the capital and
overlooking the Dead Sea.
Israelis No Longer Trust
Palestinians to Make Peace
Israel Today

The "peace" wave that swept through
Israel more than a decade ago and
converted many to the idea of "land-
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for-peace" is now officially over,
according to the results of a public
opinion poll published last Thursday.
Conducted on behalf of the official
Knesset television station, the survey
revealed that an overwhelming 79
percent of Israelis no longer believe it
is possible to achieve true peace with
their peace partners in the Palestinian
Authority.
Iran Sees Itself As Middle East
World Power
Israel Today

Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahamdinejad on Saturday called the
Middle East the crossroads of the
world and the global epicenter of
energy and wealth, and said that
whoever has the most influence there
is the most powerful force in the
world.
And when it comes to the Middle East,
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Ahmadinejad insisted that Iran is
today its leading power, the nation
that wields the greatest influence and
"has the last say."
Berlusconi Doubts Wisdom of
Gaza Pullout
Arutz Sheva - Gil Ronen

Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi
hinted in an interview published
Sunday that the Gaza pullout
("Disengagement") was a mistake,
noting that it ended in "burned
synagogues" and missiles being fired
into Israel.
The Rutherford Institute: We are
Metamorphosing Into a Police
State
augustforecast.com

Ominous developments in America
have been a long time coming, in part
precipitated by "we the people" -- a
citizenry that has been asleep at the
soundthetrumpetcanada@hotmail.com

wheel for too long. And while there
have been wake-up calls, we have
failed to heed the warnings.
Pastor Boissoin's Lawyer: Case
will Positively Impact Religious
Freedom in Canada
LifeSiteNews - Thaddeus M. Baklinski
CALGARY, Dec 7 2009

Gerald Chipeur, the lawyer who
represented Pastor Stephen Boissoin,
has said that the recent ruling in favor
of Mr. Boissoin "will have a significant
long term positive impact on religious
freedom in Canada."
Pastor Boissoin was exonerated by a
Court of Queen's Bench judge last
week after being subjected to the
proceedings of the Alberta Human
Rights Tribunal for over seven years.
The Tribunal had found Boissoin guilty
of "hate speech" for having written a
letter to the editor of a local
newspaper about the homosexualist
agenda.
But Justice Earl C. Wilson last week
ruled the letter Mr. Boissoin wrote to
the editor of the Red Deer Advocate
on June 17, 2002 on the subject of
homosexual-rights curricula in the
province's educational system was not

a hate crime but legitimate expression
allowed under freedom of speech.
“Emergent Church” Guru Brian
McLaren on a Trashing Israel
Tour?
frontpagemag.com
“Emergent Church” guru Brian
McLaren is a key figure on the
Evangelical Left who is trying shift
Evangelicals, who are America’s most
pro-Israel demographic, into a more
neutralist stance. Currently, he is
leading a delegation through Israel
and “Palestine” to broadcast the sins
of Israeli oppression against
Palestinians by “listening, learning,
thinking, observing, reflecting.” His
blog is providing daily updates of his
discoveries, all of which confirm his
previously often declared bias against
Israel.
What Oil Shortage? World is
Swimming in It -Iraq, Venezuela gearing up to
rival Saudi Arabia production
Jerome Corsi WND

Within the next few years, Iraq is
positioned to rival Saudi Arabia by
bringing its oil production to 11 million
barrels a day, once again proving that

"peak-oil" hysteria is just another
hoax, Jerome Corsi's Red Alert
reports. Scientists for the U.S.
Geological Survey have also
suggested Venezuela's oil reserves
may double the reserves in Saudi
Arabia."Both announcements cast
further doubt on the peak-oil theory,
the idea that world consumption is
exhausting the earth's available
supply of oil," Corsi wrote.
Iranian Leader Predicts Israel's
Destruction
Israel Today

Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, predicted on Tuesday that
Israel will be destroyed by the
Muslims in the not-too-distant future.
Palestinians: Jerusalem will be
Ours
Israel Today

"Moderate" Palestinian leader
Mahmoud Abbas on Thursday
reiterated that he will never make
peace with Israel unless he is
guaranteed sovereign control over the
eastern half of Jerusalem.

America’s Incredible Abandonment of Israel
For some time now the US has been
pressuring Israel to give up her divinely
appointed inheritance, the Promised
Land. That pressure has reached new
levels of intimidation since Barack
Obama assumed the presidency. Israel
has been warned that unless they
cooperate
with
Obama’s
peace
initiative the millions of dollars for
weapons procurement will be cut off.
A news item this week stated, “As the
administration sees it, U.S. arms
exports to Israel have become
dependent on whether this upsets Iran
and the Arab world." Incredibly, the US
will not send arms to Israel if it upsets
Iran and the Arab world.
Now the pressure has reached the point
of absurdity. The US administration is
now demanding that the Israeli’s lay
down and allow her enemies to walk all
over her.
The following item appeared in the
news this week. “The United States has
renewed pressure on Israel to refrain
from any operation that could spark
another
war
in
the
Middle
East. Government sources said the
administration of President Barack
Obama has renewed appeals by senior
officials for Israel to refrain from
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massive retaliation to missile and
rocket launches from either the Gaza
Strip or Lebanon. The sources said the
White House warned Israel that
renewed military tension in the Middle
East could harm U.S. plans to withdraw
from Iraq and expand the NATO
stabilization campaign in Afghanistan”.
"This message was relayed to Israel in
no uncertain terms," a government
source said.
This amounts to America holding Israel
down on the ground while her enemies
pound on her. The US demands that if
Hamas and Hezbollah fire rockets at
Israel, as they are now doing on a daily
basis, Israel is to sit back and take it
and not do anything about it. Why?
Because American interests are more
important than Israel’s are and
America cannot stand up for her own
agenda. Israel is to be sacrificed in
order allow America to carry out her
agenda in Iraq and Afghanistan without
upsetting Americas new friends Iran
and Syria.
While Iran develops nuclear weapons to
wipe Israel off the map, Israel is to sit
back and await her destruction. If
Israel does anything to stop Iran it
would harm Obama’s attempt to build
a relationship with Iran. The news item
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went on to say, “The White House has
also relayed warnings to Israel to halt
preparations for an attack on Iran and
its nuclear program. The sources said
Jones and other senior Obama aides
have been concerned that Israel's
military preparations would harm U.S.
efforts to reconcile with the Teheran
regime.” An American reconciliation
with Iran is more important than
Israel’s survival.
The enemy who is in your tent is the
most dangerous enemy of them all.
Israel is not without blame in this whole
scenario. Israel has for some long time
trusted in America rather than her God.
Over and over again the Lord punished
Israel in the Old Testament for this
same sin, the sin of unbelief and failure
to trust Him, the sin of making
alliances with other nations for
protection, instead of depending on
God. God is able to preserve Israel
without American help. Israel will yet
learn this lesson.
Art Sadlier
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